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In this finely wrought memoir of life in postcolonial Pakistan, Suleri intertwines the violent history of

Pakistan's independence with her own most intimate memoriesâ€”of her Welsh mother; of her

Pakistani father, prominent political journalist Z.A. Suleri; of her tenacious grandmother Dadi and

five siblings; and of her own passage to the West."Nine autobiographical tales that move easily

back and forth among Pakistan, Britain, and the United States. . . . She forays lightly into Pakistani

history, and deeplyinto the history of her family and friends. . . . The Suleri women at home in

Pakistan make this book sing."â€”Daniel Wolfe, New York Times Book Review"A jewel of insight and

beauty. . . . Suleri's voice has the same authority when she speaks about Pakistani politics as it

does in her literary interludes."â€”Rone Tempest, Los Angeles Times Book Review"The author has a

gift for rendering her family with a few, deft strokes, turning them out as whole and complete as

eggs."â€”Anita Desai, Washington Post Book World"Meatless Days takes the reader through a Third

World that will surprise and confound him even as it records the author's similar perplexities while

coming to terms with the West. Those voyages Suleri narrates in great strings of words and images

so rich that they left this reader . . . hungering for more."â€”Ron Grossman, Chicago

Tribune"Dazzling. . . . Suleri is a postcolonial Proust to Rushdie's phantasmagorical

Pynchon."â€”Henry Louise Gates, Jr., Voice Literary Supplement
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I spent an entire week on Meatless Days, having picked it up after reading one of the book's

chapters in an anthology of Indian writing. As a teenager, I'd just like to share my views about the



book. Do note that it wasn't part of any required reading list, so I wasn't forced to complete it,

nothing like that.Calling it her memoirs might not be completely accurate, because Ms Suleri has

stated that not everything in the book actually happened, ie she did make up some of the events.

However, she does insist that the language is a true reflection of the way in which she thinks, and

speaks. If she is to believed, I think that makes her quite an extraordinary woman. Of all the

Sub-Cont. writers whom I've read, no other writer quite matches up to the complexity of her

language, and the intricacy with which she readily assembles metaphors for largely universal

concepts such as 'the enigma of arrival' (to borrow a Naipaulian title) and gender in the

Indian/Pakistani home.Her writing is a joy to 'decode', and it really amazed me how she often drops

hints of a certain image early in a chapter only to develop it beautifully many paragraphs later. I

found myself intrigued by her style. This is a book that requires, and deserves utmost concentration

in the reading. Missing out on a single conceit might render whole sentences incomprehensible to

the less-attentive reader. I actually plan to re-read Meatless Days, just to enjoy it from the

perspective of someone who has already made initial acquaintance. I do recommend re-reading it to

most who've have the opportunity to finish this book once.I also enjoyed Ms Suleri's fresh, and often

satirical insights to such things as deaths, mourning, religion, and family. She certainly does put

across her arguments very interestingly, and evocatively.
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